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ABOUT ME



I am a mosaic and ceramics artist based in Bodrum, Turkey. In my studio, “BukalemunArt”, I design and create 
mosaic murals and mosaic sculptures for public spaces, gardens, homes, businesses and community projects, as 
well as smaller artworks for exhibitions and private collections. I also teach private students in small groups or 
individual lessons. 

Bukalemun means chameleon in Turkish, an animal that is slow, versatile, colorful... Just like this unique creature, 
which changes its color according to its mood (not just for camouflage), I, in my studio, apply this very slow 
process to create pieces with a mosaic of materials and methods.

My approach to the art of mosaic making has grown out of years of experience with different materials and 
techniques. I started my artistic development with the studies of Graphic Design in England, which to this day 
continues to exert a great influence on my work. After freelancing as a graphic designer in the U.S., I turned to 
working with ceramics. Back in Istanbul, my partner and I made large scale ceramic murals for hotels and 
businesses, and I gained expertise with underglaze, maiolica, and artistic glazes. In 2000, I studied mosaic in 
Ravenna, Italy, where I learned the Byzantian method of mosaic, and since then my work with mosaics and cera-
mics is constantly evolving. 

In Turkey, I had exhibitions in Istanbul, Ankara, Bodrum and Mersin and showed my work at the International 
Gaziantep Mosaic competition. I organized a project with students in Urfa, and completed several public mosaics 
in Bodrum. My largest, and favorite, public project was the mosaicing of the 43 tree planters on the main street of 
Bodrum, using themes from nature, history and architecture of the Bodrum Peninsula.

Outside of Turkey, I have travelled around the world to follow invitations to participate in mosaic projects and 
exhibitions. Among them are the first Chile Urban Mosaic Intervention in Puente Alto, Chile (2014), “La Finestre 
di Brenta” Mosaic Project, Brenta, Italy (2015), the International Mosaic Festival in Bourgogne, France (2015), the 
Indicatore Church in Arezzo, Italy (2016) and "The mosaic in the Contemporaneity" exhibition in Spilimbergo, Italy 
(2016). In August 2017, I am invited to attend the International Mosaic Symposium in Sardinia, Italy, as one of the 
attending artists. 

I love the challenge of problem solving involved in the creation of a mosaic. Since I don’t stick to just one material 
or technique, this is like finding the first piece of the puzzle. Depending on the design, the size of the 
finished work, the colors to be used and above all my mood and the feeling I want to convey, I choose my 
materials - be they broken glazed tiles or crockery, glass mosaics, glass beads, pebbles, shells, smalti, or ceramic 
pieces I make...

Creating big mosaic sculptures is the ultimate joy for me, every step being more exciting than the previous one: 
from drawing to clay model, from metal skeleton to the concrete sculpture, and finally to the mosaiced surface.  
My “creatures” are mostly organic forms, especially lizards and chameleons. I am thrilled with the flexibility of their 
movement, the wonderful curves they form, and how colorful they can be. My other passion is making large 
public mosaic murals: especially when after all the hard work, I see the happiness and gratitude in viewers of a 
finished artwork, from all different backgrounds enjoying the beauty of the piece in a public space. 



MY WORKS



Bodrum Tree Mosaics

This is a public space project consisting of the mosaicing of 43 tree planters on the main street of 
Bodrum.  For the designs of these mosaics, I used the theme of nature, history, architecture, history 
and the street life of Bodrum. The work was mostly done in the studio; after the completion of each 
mural, installation was done on site. A variety of materials was used, amongst them hand-made,
glazed ceramic relief pieces. 



OCTOPUS



BODRUM CATS & BODRUM HOUSES



SCORPION & ANCIENT STONE HOUSES



SAILING BOATS



CACTUS



CAMEL



CAT & DOG on BODRUM STREETS



CAT & DOG on BODRUM STREETS

CRICKETS & MUSIC



DOLPHINS



BREAM



MANDARINS



EQUINOX & ANEMONES



FLAMINGOES



GECKO & ALOE VERA



GECKO & FLOWERS



BODRUM HOUSES



IRIS & POPPIES



GROUPER & SQUIDS



BODRUM CASTLE & AMPHORAS



VIOLETS, BUTTERFLIES, FIGS & LEMONS



SEA BREAM (PANDORA)



POMEGRANADE & BLUEJAY



NARCISSUS, BUTTERFLY, LADYBUG



OLIVES



OWLS & LEMONS



OWLS, POPPIES & FULL MOON



PALMS, CISTERN & SUNSET



PASSIONFLOWERS & MORNING GLORIES



ROOSTERS



ROSES WITH CARIA BORDERS



GERANIUMS & SAILS



MONACHUS MONACHUS



SNAKE



SEASHELLS & JELLYFISH



SQUIRRELS & BODRUM HOUSES



STRAWBERRIES



SUNFLOWERS DAISIES & DRAGONFLIES



OLIVES MANDARINS & SAILING BOATS



Ortakent Square Niches

In the main square of Ortakent, Bodrum, 11 niches are covered with 
mosaics whose theme is the natural beauties of this region. Olives, 

mandarins, octopus, grapes, squids... of course the sun and the sea.
Each niche is 50cm x 95cm.





Ceramic Relief Murals

Alaaddin Hotel, Alanya

Alaaddin Hotel, Alanya

YapiKredi Bank, Istanbul

Botanik Hotel, Alanya
2 m x 8 m 

1 m x 1.80 m

2 m x 12 m



Alaaddin Hotel, Alanya Hoecst Pharmaceuticals, Istanbul

Kamelya Hotel, Alanya

Halk Sigorta, Izmir

3 m x 6,50 m

1,80 m x 4,50 m

2m x 5m

app. 10 m x 3 m

2,50 m x 8,50 m



Tables

100cm diameter / glazed tiles

125cm x 200cm / glazed tiles,
broken crockery

90cm x 130cm / glazed tiles



120cm diameter / glazed tiles

225cm x 125cm / glazed tiles



Sculptures

Iron, sheet metal and concrete /
glass mosaics,glass beads, mirror /
1 m high

Concrete and iron / glass mosaics / 
70 cm high

Concrete and iron / glazed tiles, mirror, glass beads / 2,5m x 2m



Iron and concrete / glass mosaics, glass beads /
85cm x 75cm x 40cm

Iron and concrete / glass mosaics, glass beads,
mirror / 90cm long

Iron and concrete / Glazed tiles, broken 
crockery / 60 cm x 55cm x 25cm



Concrete sculpture / mosaiced with 
glazed tiles and broken crockery / 
35 cm x 75 cm

Concrete and iron / glass mosaic, glass
beads / 80 cm long

Concrete and iron / glass mosaic, glass 
beads, mirror, hand-made ceramic /
2 m long



Calamari sculptures with light / glazed ceramic, glass mosaic, glass beads, stained glass / app. 30 cm dia., 65 cm height

Cameleon sculpture / concrete over iron / mosaiced with glazed tiles / hand-made, glazed  ceramic parts /
metal tongue / tree-branch stand / 2 m long



Mosaic Murals

Z Ozdencanli House, Bodrum



S Midilli House, Bodrum

Gaia Handcraft Gallery, Bodrum



M Ozturk House, Bodrum

Ataman House, Bodrum



Cennet Park Hotel, Bodrum 4 Oda Cave House, Cappadocia

I Tok House, Bodrum



4 Mevsim Holiday Residence, Bodrum



Artist’s own House, Imbros

B Obdan House, Bodrum

C Roth House, Bodrum

G Pouwels House, Bodrum



Wall Art





Wall Art





INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC PROJECTS

I had the chance to participate in many international communal projects, 
the first one being The 1st International Urban Mosaic Intervention, Chile, 
2014. 80 mosaic artist from 23 countries got together covering the walls 
of the Municipality building in Puente Alto with mosaic. 

Chile

Brenta

Signs

Joint project of 160 mosaic artists, where every 
artist made a mosaic of a sign.

“Windows of Brenta” was a communal project where each one of us 
made a mosaic depicting a window, which was placed on the walls of the 
old town of Brenta, Italy.

Tongoy

Artists from around the world sent mosaic 
figures of marine life to be used in a big under 
sea mural in the fishing town of Tongoy, Chile.



Arezzo

Eyes

Bourgogne

Ravenna

The church of Indicatore, Arezzo, in Italy is almost completely covered with mosaics by the 
joint participation of artists from around the world who come and work on the premises in 
small groups. The project is organised by Andreina Georgia Carpenita.

I was invited to make a presentation about 
my “Bodrum Trees Mosaics” public project 
at the Ravenna Mosaico Festival in 2015.

More than 600 mosaic “Eyes” were sent to the 
mosaic artist Laurel True to be used on public 
murals.

During the 1st International Mosaic Festival of Bourgogne, 
France, many mosaic artists worked together on a mosaic 
mural which was later placed on the exterior of the an-
cient cathedral.



COURSES

Our classes inspire many 
students to taking the mosaic 
experience beyond the 
classroom and use it widely
in their lives - homes and 
gardens.



We have courses and workshops in our studio where both beginners and
more advanced students can enjoy the learning experience. Our 
workshops are geared towards the individual approach to each student’s 
need, working with different materials and techniques, enhancing 
creativity.



PROJECT PROPOSALS



Project Proposals and Plans

I have heard many wonderful things about Qatar, especially concerning the field of art 
and culture. The famous Museum of Islamic Art and the Katara Cultural Village are just 
two examples of inspiring projects that are known around the world. It shows that Qatar 
is a place where art is valued highly by the people, and as an artist, this is of course very 
close to my heart. I would love to have the opportunity to visit this intriguing country and 
practice my art in such an environment. 

As I have been giving classes and workshops for many years, I would be very interested in 
expanding my teaching to students abroad. In my workshops and private classes I 
generally cover all aspects of mosaic and ceramic making for beginners and those with 
some experience. 

This ranges from creative approaches to the work, introducing my students to different 
techniques and materials and guiding them on the path of completing their own art 
pieces. These can include framed pieces, tables, mirror frames or ceramics. I love sharing 
my knowledge and experience with students of all ages and to see them discover the joy 
of the intricate process of mosaic making. 

As to my own work, I am open to commissions for a range of different areas. One of my 
specialities are wall and floor mosaics for both interior and exterior spaces. This is a 
classical form of mosaic, but sometimes I also like to combine them with ceramic pieces 
that I make and integrate into the mosaic, to make them more three-dimensional, more 
alive. 

Apart from flat surfaces, I also like to cover whole 3D structures, such as benches, seating 
areas and tables with mosaics. And of course, I love making sculptures that combine the 
different techniques I am using, such as the animals and flowers I have been making. 
My inspiration comes from the sea, with its richness of animals and plants, as well as the 
nature of the Mediterranean. Working with the environment is important to me, and my 
mosaic sculptures are a way of organically combining nature and art, sustainability and 
luxury. I am dreaming of a sustainable mosaic garden in the desert... 
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